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Spracht Introduces Konf-X Buds™ Earset

Active Noise-Canceling In-Ear Headset with 3 MEMS Mics for Enhanced
Conferencing
Palo Alto, CA – Spracht, designer/producer of wireless speakers and conference
phones, announces their first headset product in the Spracht product line, the Konf-X
Buds™. The Konf-X Buds™ are full Active Noise-Canceling (ANC) ear-buds with 3 MEMS
Microphones for the added benefit of enhanced conferencing for voice so you are
heard well on the far end.
“The Konf-X Buds™ are compact and lightweight, unlike the large bulky headphones
you see people travel with on the plane. I’d much rather carry these when I travel to
get the Active Noise Canceling effect,” said Gary Crock, VP Sales & Marketing for
Spracht. “These Konf-X Buds™ offer a high quality, yet affordable, way to enhance
your music/content experience by blocking out up to 90% of ambient noise. And
when you throw in the added value of Mems Microphones for voice, they are the
perfect conference-on-the-go companion.”
KONF-X BUDS™ NOISE-CANCELLING ANC HEADPHONES USE AN EXTERNAL
MICROPHONE to pick up background noise and then use sophisticated electronics to
cancel out the noise. To power out the noise, you need a battery compartment. Active
Noise Canceling Ear Buds work well when trying to eliminate a recurring drone noise,
such as in an airplane, factory, hum of servers, or other machinery.
That’s just the listening side. Spracht also includes 3 high quality MEMS Microphones
so you can use this as an Enhanced Conferencing Product and BE HEARD on far end.
This is a great product for business travelers who need to conference on the go.
The Konf-X Buds™ come equipped with 1 AAA battery, extra ear-tips, a carrying case,
airline adaptor, cable clip, and a tangle-free cord. The Konf-X Buds™ can be used
without a Battery as well in Passive Mode. The Konf-X Buds™ retail for $79.99 and are
available for purchase at www.spracht.com.
About Spracht
Spracht is derived from the German word meaning "to Speak”. Headquartered in Palo Alto, in the heart of
California's Silicon Valley, Spracht's mission is to help people communicate better, anywhere. Innovative
designs in Bluetooth® and wireless products have resulted in multiple Design and Engineering Showcase
Innovations Honoree Awards from CES, and a Best in Category Award for Computer Accessories. From
conference phones, to wireless Bluetooth® speakers for music, to the ground breaking first fluid focus web
cam, every product performs its function seamlessly, so you can conference and communicate better. We
constantly strive to push the boundaries in product development. For more information regarding Spracht,
please visit: www.spracht.com.
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